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THE BUILDINGS AT RISK INITIATIVE

The Purpose and Nature of the Project
The YHACS Buildings at Risk project has worked with civic society groups in
Yorkshire and Humber in order to raise awareness of buildings important to
communities. The buildings did not have to be listed, or in a conservation area,
they just had to be important to a local community.
Societies worked to identify buildings at risk, and took time to explain why
these places were important to the local area and community, and what had
been done so far to secure them. It is hoped that through these actions, and the
compilation of this document and its supporting material, this heritage can be
saved.

INVOLVING
communities

IDENTIFYING
heritage at risk

SAVING
buildings

Using the Resource
As well as this document, there is a database to accompany this project. This
has extended information on the buildings at risk, as well as some additional
buildings chosen by societies which were not included here. The database was
created so that it can be updated at any time, and be an ongoing resource for
YHACS. Information such as owners of buildings at risk, and the addresses of
the buildings, can be accessed through the database if required.
The document itself contains entries for the eighteen societies who submitted
an entry. Each entry has a picture of the site, an approximate date, and
information on whether the building is listed, in a conservation area (CA) or is
a scheduled monument (SM). English Heritage have three categories for
listing buildings; 2, 2* and 1, with 1 being the highest.
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PRELIMINARY FINDINGS

Listing
Out of the eighteen entries here, six buildings are unlisted, five have grade
2 listing, and another seven are grade 2*. Perhaps the listing process is
not quite as protective of these buildings as it might be?
Age range
Ages of buildings in the study range from the fifteenth century up to
1930, though the majority are from the mid to late 1800s.
Usage
There is a wide range of functions among the buildings at risk,
residences and former religious buildings being the majority of those
recorded here. Also included however, is a cinema, a medieval
warehouse, an ice factory, a maltings and a sports pavilion, showing the
range of buildings communities care about around the region.

Society Action
Many societies have gone to great lengths to do as much as possible to
keep their building out of the ‘at risk’ pile. Common campaigning
techniques include letter writing, involvement of the local press, and
offering suggestions as to what might be done with a redundant building
in the future.
Data
The more data gets collected from individual societies, the more useful
this asset can be for sharing ideas and identifying trends.
Changes
The built environment is never static, and the future of some of the
buildings listed here may have been improved - or have become worse
– by the time this list is published. Please check with local Civic
Societies and Trusts for the latest information.
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BARNSLEY: Westfields House
Date (c)

1876

Listed?

No

In CA?

No

SM?

No

Currently the building is not in use. Formerly it was a dwelling. Current condition: very bad
state of repair.
Action taken by the society: there was an attempt to have building listed in 2006. Letters to
local council, Barnsley Chronicle, owner, agent, emergency cabinet meeting at town hall, emails to
planning department, emails to councillors.
Other information: the owner has submitted several plans to local council to convert the house
into apartments, the latest of which was accepted but owing to time-lapse and economic downturn
no plans were carried out. Last government extended planning permission to 2011 by which time
there may be no Westfields House left. Council reluctant to take action for financial reasons plus
extended planning permission to 2011.
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BRADFORD: Odeon Cinema
Date (c)

1930

Listed?

No

In CA?

No

SM?

No

Designed by William Illingworth. Currently the building is not in use. Formerly it was a
cinema. Current condition: outer facade in need of cleaning and restoration. Reports of some
water damage internally, extent unknown.
Action taken by the society: Bradford civic society has supported 'BORG' (Bradford Odeon
Rescue Group) in its attempts to prevent demolition and replacement with an anonymous glass/
concrete edifice to be called 'New Victoria Place‘ The Odeon has now been sold for £1 to Bradford
Council, as a preliminary move to a sustainable restoration plan.
Other information: BCS/ BORG favour retention of iconic towered facade at very least and
ideally would like to see building refurbished as a convention centre/ concert venue/ HQ of media
museum.
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GOOLE: St Mary’s Church and Hall
Date (c)

1876

Listed?

No

In CA?

No

SM?

No

Currently the building is not in use. Formerly it was used as a Church and Hall. Current
condition: when the buildings were made redundant in 2008 many of the fixtures and fittings in
the church and hall were removed. This included Pews and Plaques. The windows and doors have
been boarded over. The buildings appear to be structurally sound but guttering and drainage has
been removed from the building. Over the past several years the buildings have been subject to
lead theft meaning that they are subject to water penetration. This is of importance in the church
as there is a painted ceiling being damaged in the apse. The grounds had been kept in a good
condition by a local community group. This is not the case at present and the grounds and
buildings are becoming over grown.
Action taken by the society: the Goole Civic Society is keeping a watching brief on the building.
Members of the Society also attend, and correspond with, a Community project which has the aim
of restoring the buildings as a Community Centre. The Goole Civic Society has also proposed the
buildings as Heritage Assets as part of a Local List of Heritage Assets.
Other information: the buildings contain plaques commemorating the Incorporation of the
Borough of Goole in 1933 with a royal visit by Prince George. These plaques are unique in the
town. A local newspaper article dated 31/12/2008 states that the PPC had planning permission to
convert the church to five residential dwellings and building two new houses following the
demolition of the church hall. Therefore the buildings are at risk of demolition or conversion.
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GRIMSBY: The Great Grimsby Ice
Factory
Date (c)

1901

Listed?

2*

In CA?

No

SM?

No

Currently the building is not in use. Formerly it was an ice factory involved in the fishing trade
Current condition: engineering report by Allan Baxter Associates in 2010 concluded that
despite 20 years of neglect and vandalism the structure is fundamentally sound and could be
regenerated. However, the effects of the elements are taking their toll on the building with the roof
covering in a particularly bad state of collapse. A hole has been left in one wall following the
demolition of a connecting building. The original compressors and generators (which helped to
earn the Ice Factory its Grade II* listing) are covered in bird droppings. With every additional
month of neglect, the prospect of renovation becomes more expensive.

Action by the society: the Civic Society facilitated two public meetings about the Ice Factory.
This led to the formation of the Great Grimsby Ice Factory Trust which was set up to secure the
future of the building.
Other information: working with the Princes Regeneration Trust, the Great Grimsby Ice
Factory Trust raised funds for an Options Appraisal which in January 2013 is nearing completion.
Great Grimsby Ice Factory Trust is confident that this will lead the way to the sustainable reuse of
the building.
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HALIFAX: The Goods Station
Date (c)

1849

Listed? 2

In CA?

No

SM?

No

Currently not in use. Formerly a goods station and then working horse museum. Current condition: part of
the roof collapsed in May 2011. Now another section is sagging and in immanent danger of
collapse. There was an article about the building in the local paper on May 18th. Council and
Eureka have said they were in discussion as to its future, but nothing has come of it.
Other information: it is believed that the building would be suitable for many uses if restored.
Eureka who lease the site from Calderdale Council, had planned to demolish the building to create
car parking space, but it was saved by being given listed status. Eighteen months ago, when part of
the roof collapsed, Eureka said they hoped to carry out some remedial work, but nothing has been
done since. The accompanying photographs were taken in May 2011. The building has deteriorated
noticeably since then.
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Honley Civic Society

HONLEY: Virginia House
Date (c)

1937

Listed? 2

In CA?

Yes

SM?

No

Currently vacant. Formerly a residence. Current condition: becoming derelict. Vandalised and some
fittings have been broken or stolen.
Action taken by society: we have urged KMC to progress the application which has been
neither approved nor refused. We understand there may be an ownership issue. Our more recent
enquiries have produced no reply.
Other information: very good prospects if deterioration is stopped. The plans were for the property
to be fully restored with a garage and bedroom extension accessed by a glazed bridge.
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HORNSEA AND DISTRICT: White House
Farm
Date (c)

1674

Listed? 2*

In CA?

No

SM?

No

Currently used as a dwelling. Formerly a farm and residential unit for a Quaker family,
includes a Quaker burial ground in garden with Grade 2 listed burial markers. Later on used as
residence by non-Quakers Current condition: poor. Roof is OK but all window frames and other
external timbers are completely rotten. Garden wall is bulging. Condition of interior is completely
unknown – no access available. Occupant not amenable to any contact or discussions.
Action taken by society: raised concerns with the conservation officer at East Riding of
Yorkshire Council, who explained that unless the building becomes completely vacant, nothing can
be done.
Other information: whilst the current occupant is still there, there is no prospect of restoration.
Grant funding could be available for the resident, but it would have to be match-funded by him,
and he has neither the money nor the inclination to do anything with the building.
The building could be restored and used for residential purposes.
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HUDDERSFIELD: Spring Lodge
Date (c)

Early C19 Listed? 2

In CA?

No

On SM? No

Currently vacant. Formerly a residence. Current condition: serious state of neglect and
deterioration of structure.

Action taken by society: discussion with Kirklees conservation officers regarding action being
taken. Understood repairs notice served by problems regarding enforcement/ ownership.
Other information: few prospects given current housing market, cost of restoration and
reticence of owner to take action. ‘For Sale’ notice but doubtful of much interest given level of
dilapidations. Virtually has negative value in commercial terms.
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ILKLEY: Former Methodist chapel
Date (c)

1834

Listed? No

In CA?

Yes

SM?

No

Currently vacant. Formerly a Methodist chapel, then ‘Glover’s Garage and latterly Nidd Vale
Motors. Current condition: the building has been significantly altered. If there was an internal
gallery in the chapel, this no longer exists. The external stonework appears to be in good condition.
Other information: this was the first Methodist chapel in Ilkley, and is on a prime site on the
A65 main road, adjacent to a new supermarket on a tight site. It is in the conservation area so
could not be demolished without planning permission.
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LEEDS: Stank Hall Barn
Date (c)

C15th

Listed? 2*

In CA?

No

SM?

Yes

Currently derelict . Formerly one of West Yorkshire's finest and most important surviving
medieval barns. It was built for the Beeston and was used by them for the storage of crops. It
originally had two pairs of wide entrances on each side, opposite each other, but in the 17th
century the southern end of the barn was replaced with a two-storey stone building. This is known
as Major Greathead's Chapel, after Joshua Greathead, a major in Cromwell's army during the Civil
War and later involved in the Farnley Wood Plot, who was believed to have worshipped at this
place Current condition: the buildings are adjacent to a well used public footpath but are fenced
off which gives a little security. The surrounding area is overgrown with vegetation. Windows have
been boarded up; there has been some work to the roof, with plastic sheeting to afford some
protection to the interior, however a large number of roof slates are missing. Evidence of damp
and general deterioration of stonework
Action taken by society: met with the council and toured the building to try and come up with a
use and possible funding for the building. The council are keen to see it put back into use. We plan
to include a section in our newsletter.
Other information: the barn was abandoned in the 1960s and was restored by owner Leeds City
Council in the late 1980s. Indeed the refurbishment was so good it won the Leeds award for
architecture in 1991. There are also two other listed buildings adjacent to the barn, which are also
derelict and under the Council’s ownership.
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PICKERING: Lime Kilns
Date (c)

C19

Listed? No

In CA?

No

SM?

No

Currently these are unused. Formerly they were working lime kilns . Lime Kilns started in 19th
there was a large limekiln industry in the valley north of Pickering but only one set of kilns
remain. Trees are pushing through and in time they will be pushed apart. The design is quite
> unique to Pickering. Pickering and District Civic Society would like to see the Lime Kilns
> preserved
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PUDSEY: Cemetery, chapels and tower
Date (c)

1875

Listed? 2*

In CA?

Yes

SM?

No

Designed by William Gay. Currently not in-use. Formerly two chapels, one Church of
England and one Non-Conformist. Current condition: exterior walls of tower- good. Roof- very
poor, large areas of slates missing. interior of chapels open to the elements. Internal east chapel
converted to mortuary, now derelict, floor rotted etc. west chapel still original pews etc but all
covered in pigeon droppings.
Action taken by the society: tried to identify alternative use, offers made to buy the chapels
and convert to crematorium. Leeds city have responded stating need to assess need for
crematories in Leeds.
Other information: situation is now urgent to provide desperate repairs to roof, otherwise roof
timbers will be lost. Current estimate for total renovation is £500,000 to bring back to use.
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RIPON: Former Maltings

Date (c)

1888

Listed? 2

In CA?

No

SM?

No

Designed by William Gay. Currently Not in use.
Formerly Maltings. Exterior walls sound, though weed-infested. Some roof holes. Interiors in
good condition, considering it has been empty for so long.
Action taken by the society: The Society has concerned about the building for some years.
There was a proposal to demolish, to which the Society, SAVE and the Ancient Monuments
Society, Ripon City Council and Harrogate Borough Council’s Conservation Officer objected.
Permission was refused. No use is in prospect.
Other information: The location is accessed by a narrow, terrace-lined road that also serves the
adjacent concrete works and a caravan park. The Maltings is the largest single building apart from
the cathedral in Ripon. Reuse is possible, but ideally a relief road should be provided.

use.
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ROTHERHAM DISTRICT: Keppels Column
Date (c)

1778

Listed? 2*

In CA?

No

SM?

Unknown

Designed by John Carr Currently a folly, empty Formerly as above Current
condition: in danger of collapse. The authority did a condition survey in 2012 but have
not published results Action taken by society: letter to council and letter to local paper.
Other information : Heritage lottery funding has been refused because, with a small
residential estate near its base, there would be opposition to the Column being opened for
visitors. The cost of £1 million to carry out proper repairs means its future is doubtful.
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SCARBOROUGH: Bramcote Tennis
Pavilion
Date (c)

1885

Listed? No

In CA?

No

SM?

No

Designed by John Hall. Currently not in-use. Formerly a tennis/ sports pavilion. Current
condition: the building has been allowed to deteriorate over many years and little or no
maintenance is undertaken. In view of the owners previous planning applications it seems clear
that they would like the structure to be lost. The building is a very fine example of a sports pavilion.
It was built for the North of England Lawn Tennis Club and Hall's design embodied a steeply
pitched roof with small plain clay tiles, crested ridging and a substantial chimney stack. The south
west, or tennis court frontage, has a black and white half timber style and is asymmetrical in
elevation. Viewed from this elevation, the dressing-room for ladies was on the left in the apsidal
wing and the gentlemen's dressing room to the right, the two being separated by the pavilion. Both
dressing rooms were provided with their own lavatories. The building incorporated a secretary's
office, kitchens, lavatories, tea room, storerooms behind the main pavilion room. The street
elevation is in a hard red brick and is less attractive than the field elevation.
Action taken by the society: we have written to the owner asking if they needed help to find an
alternate use for the building or help with obtaining grant funding to restore/ convert the
structure. We did not receive a reply. In September 2009 we submitted the building to the
Victorian Society as a building at risk. We discuss the building with the local conservation officer
who supports our attempts to preserve this splendid building.
Other information includes: could be converted into living accommodation or a community
centre/ offices/ cafe.
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SELBY: Abbot’s Staithe
Date (c)

15th-16thC Listed? 2*

In CA?

Yes

SM?

Yes

Currently empty and decaying. Formerly a Medieval warehouse for Selby Abbey Monastery.
Also probably served to store wool and cloth brought in from West Yorkshire for exportation across
England and Europe. In the 20th century part of the building was used as a seed merchant’s store
Current condition: fairly watertight and secure, but gradually decaying through several decades
of
neglect. Appears to be structurally sound but with defective roof coverings and rainwater goods.
General neglect to exterior points to neglect of internal features where they survive. “For Sale”
signs have been on the building for many years.
Action taken by society: the Society has had involvement with a number of efforts over the
years to bring the building back into beneficial use - see for example press article in appendix 1.
Other information: Abbot’s Staithe is a little –known treasure, despite being in the centre of
town. A monastic warehouse at least four centuries old, it has the potential to act as a focus for a
cultural centre for Selby, along with start-up business units and marketing spaces, somewhat in
the manner of the Station at Richmond. Unfortunately the building has remained empty for
several decades. Various plans for revival – involving local councils, interest groups, European
funding and the involvement of concerned parties from the private sector have come and gone –
with little effect to the status of the building. By August 2011 the renovation of the former
Woodheads Seeds Shop by conservation architects Wright Associates of Bishopthorpe, York, has
been largely completed, but the future plans for the main building remain unknown.
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SKIPTON: Skipton Town Hall
Date (c)

1861-2

Listed? 2

In CA?

Yes

SM?

No

Designed by Mr John D. Dee of Liverpool. Currently concert hall, art gallery, museum, cafe,
indoor market, large meeting call and CDC offices. Formerly built with a large hall for
community entertainment and provision for discharge of magisterial and other public business.
Current condition: though useable this listed building has not been adequately maintained. The
roof is being repaired. Restoration and decoration of main Victorian Hall needed. This listed
building’s visibility is currently threatened by a very large retail development. Plans for this
encroach much too close to the walls and doorways affecting access of equipment, people to hall,
and to large car park.
Action taken by society: the society has joined up with the town council, which wished to
return to the town hall, and other interested groups to fight the above development plan. The
society is assisting in the formation of a town hall trust, which would set up a business plan to
develop the use of, and run the building which is so important to the town and local people.
Other information: it is early days, but there is hope for a trust to be successful.
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WAKEFIELD: The Old Court House
Date (c)

1810

Listed? 2*

In CA?

Yes

SM?

No

Designed by Charles Watson. Currently empty awaiting developments. Formerly court house.
Current condition: believed to be structurally sound but many of the interior features are
believed to have been removed. This is an important civic building that stands between the Town
Hall and the County Hall.
Action taken by the society: keeping a watching brief but continue to keep the property in the
media profile – there is a long story associated with this building. It was sold to a developer who
then leased it to another developer who started work to convert the property into a gallery and
restaurant but work stopped and a court case ensued to allow the first developer to get possession
of the property. In the meantime, lead was taken from the roof.
Other information: situation is uncertain but local authority has announced plans for
regeneration of the ‘civic quarter’ around Wood Street. Built in 1810 with later extensions, has
been used in a number of film and TV productions.
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Appendix 1
The New Role for Abbot’s Staithe building in Selby (York Press Tuesday
15th
September 2009)
A HISTORIC building in the heart of Selby is set for a new lease of life
after
plans to transform it into a shop were given the go-ahead.
The Grade II-listed structure which forms the gateway to the medieval Abbot’s
Staithe building in the centre of the town will be given a facelift which is aimed at
preserving the area’s history and reviving the site as a tourist attraction.
The directors of Selby company Woodheads Seeds Ltd have won permission from
Selby District Council to carry out a package of works at the 19th Century building
in
Micklegate, which has become dilapidated and in need of a major programme of
repairs.
Once the company’s plans are complete, it is likely to be rented out for retail use,
with the front of the site being replaced, the ground floor lowered to improve access
for disabled people and the roof and the interior being targeted for refurbishment.
At the moment, the building provides the only access to the Abbot’s Staithe. In a
design and access statement submitted to the council, York-based architects Wright
Associates said: “This application represents the hopeful beginnings of the
conservation and regeneration of the Abbot’s Staithe. “This is a key building in that
process. Its unfortunate appearance and image as the doorway into the Abbot’s
Warehouses does little at present to indicate the value of the heritage assets
behind.”
The company said the aims of the scheme were to “improve the appearance and
townscape value of this building” and to “render it more marketable and publicly
accessible, and improve its image as the frontage of a scheduled monument.”
It said the proposals would “provide marketable rental space” and “provide a focus
for public interest in realising the heritage and regenerative proposals of the area.”
Both English Heritage and Selby Civic Society have backed the facelift, with the
latter organisation saying: “It will hopefully be the first step towards bringing the
exceptionally important heritage building, the Abbot’s Staithe, back into beneficial
use and available to both Selby’s residents and tourist visitors.”
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